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1) 2번 Despite we wish to participate in the event, → Though we wish to participate in the event,
2) 5번 as if she was in heaven. → as if she were in heaven.
3) 5번 little thing right, you will never do the big things right.  → little things right, you will never do the big things 

right. 
4) 1번 nor is you "just looking". → nor are you "just looking".
5) 2번 because all of these other activities seem much more importantly. → because all of these other activities seem 

much more important.
6) 5번 while in Australia the opposite is true: most houses have air-conditioning but rare central heating.  → while in 

Australia the opposite is true: most houses have air-conditioning but rarely central heating. 
7) 4번 much better at managing the ups and downs of ordinary existence than that who see everything in black and 

white". → much better at managing the ups and downs of ordinary existence than those who see everything in black 
and white".

8) 5번 more than one in five people using online learning materials.  → more than one in five people used online 
learning materials. 

9) 5번 hired an artist to draw pictures of which he described.  → hired an artist to draw pictures of what he described. 
10) 4번 be conditioning to avoid something unfamiliar or foreign because there is a high likelihood that it would be 

interested in killing you. → be conditioned to avoid something unfamiliar or foreign because there is a high 
likelihood that it would be interested in killing you.

11) 4번 By deliberately getting you rejected → By deliberately getting yourself rejected
12) 3번 which a main character is described up front as heroic or brave or tragic or funny, → in which a main character 

is described up front as heroic or brave or tragic or funny,
13) 2번 had difficulty learn how to tie a shoelace only from pictures, or how to do arithmetic from a book. → had 

difficulty learning how to tie a shoelace only from pictures, or how to do arithmetic from a book.
14) 5번 is not subtitle because the main character Betty Mahmoody does not speak Persian and the audience is seeing 

the film from her viewpoint.  → is not subtitled because the main character Betty Mahmoody does not speak Persian 
and the audience is seeing the film from her viewpoint. 

15) 1번 which perceived demands and resources seem to play a role. → in which perceived demands and resources 
seem to play a role.

16) 3번 the ideal doses are currently unknowing. → the ideal doses are currently unknown.
17) 1번 had more to do with pretension than what people needed it in their homes. → had more to do with pretension 

than what people needed in their homes.
18) 4번 no matter what accomplished, are thinking more of themselves than of the music they're playing. → no matter 

how accomplished, are thinking more of themselves than of the music they're playing.
19) 4번 the effects of a sudden change are not such dramatic. → the effects of a sudden change are not so dramatic.
20) 2번 became embedding in the social and cultural identities of many generations. → became embedded in the social 

and cultural identities of many generations.
21) 5번 eliminates competition by poison its neighbors with heavy metals.  → eliminates competition by poisoning its 

neighbors with heavy metals. 
22) 5번 to remember what a piece of us resides in every person we meet.  → to remember that a piece of us resides 

in every person we meet. 
23) 4번 how is the village in the valley like?. → what is the village in the valley like?.


